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undertieunderthe

chapter I11

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A study of the box elder stake academy gives an excellent

opportunity to feel the pulse of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter

saints

day

on the front lines of the defense against the crusadecrusade to end

mormon rule in utah tf the academy was considered as an inspired

if not a divine institution created under the inspiration of a prophet

of god those associated with the academy were deeply involved with

the challenges to the educational programs of the latterdaylatter saintday

church

box elder county has a peculiar historical record under

the direction of lorenzo snow then a member of the quorum of the

twelve the countycaty overcame great difficulties to flourish and grow

the brigham city operativecooperativeco was formed in 1865 under brother

snows leadership this form of the united orderordernardern established a

closeness among church members and a unity of purpose in the com-

munity buildings belonging to the brigham city operativecooperativeco were

used to house the box elder stake academy

brigham city was on the front line of political and religious

confrontation box elder county had a large gentile population

1

rec ord

underthe

coty
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corinne located just seven miles from brigham city was referred

to as the gentilegentile11 city by the mormons and as the first christian

city in utah according to the non mormonscormons the utah daily published

in corinne often gave voice to antimormonanti feelingsmormon the liberal

party was formed in 1870 in corinne this political party became the

rallying point for opposition to the latterdaylatter saintday churchsponsored

peoples party

the edmundstuckeredmunds billtucker of 1887 had annulled and disincor-

porated the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday church

property had been escheatedcheatedes and a test oath was required of all voters

the crusade to end mormon ruleruie in utah was also applying pressure

to limit latterdaylatter saintday influence in the educational programs of

utah territory mission schools in utah were being established by

christian churches with the express purpose of converting mormon

youth to christianity 11 the latterdaylatter saintday church system of

academies was part of the answer to the gentile mission schools

the territorial government of utah was directed by federal

appointees the governor five commissioners and the federal

judges were appointed by the president of the united states the

majority of these officers were unpopular with most of the people of

the territory among the objections to statehood for utah was the

fear that the latterdaylatter saintday church would control the elections

the legislature of 1892 outlawed tax support for the churchsponsored

church sponsored

mormonrule

church sponsored

11
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education programs in an attempt to reassure the national congress

that utahnsutahna were politically mature and not dominated by the church

john D peters secretary of the box elder stake board of education

an instructor at the box elder academy and an elected legislator

from box elder county was cosponsorco ofsponsor this legislation the

honorable mr peters was the chairman of the powerful legislative

committee on education in 1892 and in 1894 and was one of the founding

fathers of the utah constitution

justification of the problem

the box elder stake academy in its historical setting is

unique records kept by the academy along with stake records and

records kept in the community gave an excellent opportunity to

study the activities of those associated with this part of the church

education program as they fought for acceptance excellence and then

for the survival of the institution the academy was the first form

of higher education in box elder county experience gained in the

academy contributed to the high school system of education in utah

john D peters as a legislator was influenced by his experience in

the academy and was influential in educational programs of the state

of utah

delimitations

this study focused upon items directly or indirectly related

3
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eranserxns

he

4

to the box eldereider stake academy the history of boxfox elder county was

given to the extent that it sets the stage for the academyaca programsrogransgransrogmansroderry

of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday and political issues

were examinedexa asmiedbiedbled they relate to education

sources of datatataiata
newspaper articles historical records of the boxboy elder

stake academy 9 official statements by the church of jesus christ

of latterdaylattereatter saintsday on education private journals lettersletiet remin-

iscences

terstexs

histories and private interviews have been used libraries

of brigham young university utah statematerate historical society IDSLDS

church historianhistorians office and brighamrighambigham carnegie library were

used

definition of terms

the church the church of jesus christ of latterday

saintsfaints sometimes referred to as the latterdaylatter saintday church Lh D S

church or mormon church

ward the basic ecclesiastical unit in and through which

the programsprograzprogram of the church are administered presided over by a

bishop and two counselors

stake an administrative division composedcorocorn ofposed several

wards in a specific geographic area and presided over by a president

der

aca emyp

bri ghana oung niver sitycity

latter day
Y

s

w

emya
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medwed

acadeabade 41

and two counselors

gentile A person who was not a baptized member of the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

academy A latterdaylatter saintday churchsponsored school which

provided for the secular and religious training of the youth

mission schools schools established by non L D S

christian churches for the purpose of teaching their own children as

well as attempting to teach the mormon children in order to rescue

them from mormon indoctrination

saint A member of the church of jesus christ of latter

day saintssaint

opposition those persons who were associated with the

liberal party of utah

liberal pary A political party formed in corinne utah

on july 16 1870

law of consecration A program wherein a person con-

secrated his time talents strength and personal possessions to

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday for the establishment

of the lords work

5

church sponsored

pr ovi

s

sec rated
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dollsopollso hicalcical sociqy

6

united order the legal organization such as the brigham

city operativecooperativeco association through which the saints attempted to

live the law of consecration

mormon A nickname for the members of the church of

jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

elder A title given to holders of the melchizedek priesthood

coopop refers to the brigham city operativecooperativeco association

or as it was later incorporated under the name brigham city mercan-

tile and manufacturing association

Poly s iphiophical s oc ietyets an intellectual organization where

students developed their skills in many cultural and intellectual areas

first presidency the president of the church and his

counselors who hold supreme directing power and authority over the

church

apostle A member of the quorum of twelve apostles chosen

to be a special witness for christ and to administer to the affairs of

the church

sketches A segment or unit of material in an academic

setting

t

co

s e tting
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ithelmatheimaathelma I1 Ccompompamp
LDS eighth ward brigham city utah eighth LDS ward 1953 p 8

9
thomas C romney the life of lorenzo snow salt lake

city sugarhouse press 1955 p 151

commcomb

bthomaszthomas

chapter 2

historical background

the building of a mormon
community

box elder county was first settled in march of 1851 by william

davis james brooks and thomas pierce several other families

arrived later the same year the report at the october conference of

1853 listed 204 members of the church living on box elder creek

during the october conference of 1853 lorenzo snow was

called to settle and preside over the box elder area elder snow was

to select fifty families to make permanent settlement in this area
2nearly all these families arrived during the spring of 1854

upon his arrival elder snow gave the following description of

the conditions existing

when I1 arrived in box elder county I1 found the location
where brigham city now flourishes in a very unprosperous con-
dition whether its change from a primitive state should be
called improvement e g whether it was better or worse for

thelma kotter through the years in brigham city

f

cr eek 1

7
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ppap 154155154 155

what had been done on the premises would puzzle an antiquarian
even the big meeting house with its ground floor and earth roof
was more extensively patronized as a receptacle for bed bugs
than for the assemblage of saints

because of the scarcity of water and good land in the box

elder area the first settlers had claimed these resources as per-

sonal property leaving those who arrived later little chance to

own land that would provide a comfortable existence

the leadership qualities of lorenzo snow were displayed

when he invited all members of the community to a special meeting

at which the law of consecration as it related to property was

expounded upon the conclusion of his sermon president snow

proposed that land and water should not be sold for its true value but

for what the purchaser could afford to pay two weeks were given

for the saints to consider the proposal at the end of which time many

responded generously

this theme of consecration was characteristic of lorenzo

snows administration and counsel it was upon this theme and under

his direction that a form of the united order was established in

brigham city

3 ibid

bidibid 1 p 153

5ibid51bidbibid

8

hou 5 eo

3

4

th

5

4 I 15 3
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tullidgestullidaels quarterly magazine
II11 salt lake city star printing 1883 401

9

united order in brighambrjgham citygityclygly

the brigham city operativecooperativeco association commonly

referred to as the coopco wasop established and began to function in

the year 1865 it began with four stockholders lorenzo snow

samuel smith alvin nichols and wm C thomas these men

had a combined capital of about three thousand dollars community

members were given the opportunity to take stock in this organization

by either cash purchase of by services performed for the coopco

the

op

number of stockholders had increased to over two hundred the first

five years and the capital had increased to twenty thousand dollars

the operation was limited to the mercantile business in the beginning

dividends were paid in merchandise at the selling rate these dividends
7

had averaged about 25 per cent per annum

lorenzo snow in a letter to bishop lunt of cedar city

explained that this growth was accomplished by uniting the interests
Q

and feelings of the people and securing their patronage n he went

on to explain that it had not been easy for the people to give up their

capitalistic feelings

bid j p 287

7daughters of the utah pioneers history of box elder county
185119371851 salt1937 lake city paragon printing co n d p 106

8edwardedwardbedward W tullidge ed

6

7

118

61bid

7daughters co

Tullidgesaelsdeisgeis

brigham
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ppap 287288287

ullidgelidgeTullidgeul

288

p 401

daughters of utah pioneers p 106

litullidgeellidge

10

it required some effort on the part of the stockholders to
reconcile their feelings with a knowledge of their duty and
obligations as elders of israel and servants of god A good
spirit however prevailed and a desire to build up the kingdom
of god and work for the interest of the people outweighed all
selfish considerations 7

the coopco directorsop were able to secure enough capital by

gaining the support of the people to expand into manufacturing mining

and other pursuits by act of the territorial legislature in february

of 1870 the coopco wasop incorporated under the name of brigham city

mercantile and manufacturing association expansion continued

with the building of a tannery the building was described as follows

0 10 two stories 45 x 80 with modern improvements and
conveniences at a cost of 10 000 most of the materials
mason and carpenters work were furnished as capital stock
by such persons as were able and desired an interest in our
institution we gained by this measure additional capital as
well as twenty or thirty new stockholders without encroaching
much on anyones property or business 11

additional business and membership in the coopco providedop

better use of the products produced as related we soon after

connected a butcher shop and a boot and shoe shop with this depart-

ment and have kept nearly a dozen shoemakers constantly

12employed n

bid

9

10

inthe

1112

91bid

loromneyrommneyloRomney

12daughters

li
12
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ppap 106107106

tullidge

107

p 402

romney p 294

they next established a woolen factory the building and

machinery costing forty thousand dollars here again the people

13were given the opportunity to work for capital stock

the coopco beganop moving more into agriculture by establish-

ing a dairy at what is now beaver dam in box elder county utah

the milk and cheese as well as the hogs raised on this farm were

sold at the coopco butcherop shop the dairy soon increased until there

were five hundred cattle A horn stock herd of one thousand head was

added along with an increase in the sheep herd to include over five

thousand head other additions included a saw mill also a cotton

14farm in the southern part of the state lorenzo snow stated the

complexity of the coopco inop 1875

our association now comprises between thirty and forty
industrial branches a superintendent over each who is
responsible to the general superintendent for its proper and
judicious management

the coopco expandedop to include almost all phases of life until in 1877

lorenzo snow reported to brigham young that

over one thousand persons little and big are depending
entirely upon the institution for all their supplies for food
their clothing and all their comforts and conveniences over
one thousand more living in our city are more or less dependent
upon this institution because in its progress it has gradually

ibid

15

131bid

14tullidge

15romney

14

15
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historvhistory

12

monopolized and gathered to itself all the main arteries and
channels of business 0 G

the

16

purpose of the coopco wasop described by lorenzo snow in

1875 when he said we aim to furnish every person employment

wishing to work and pay as high wages as possible mostly in home

17products n an example of the coopco employmentop is found in an

account from bear river city

most of the young people of the community at some time in
their early youth have been employed at the coopco farmop their
salaries ranged from fifty cents to one dollar per day for which
they received part script and part store pay scrip isic1810esic was an
order for merchandise from the storehouse or tithing office or
was used for currency store pay was a coupon which might be
exchanged for merchandise at any coopco storeop at bear river
city brigham city or elsewhere

the boys and perhaps girls employed on the coopco farmop
were regarded as one large family receiving instructions at vari-
ous lines most essential to men and women of pioneer life no
recommendations or references were required no maximum or
minimum hours no wage scale or previous experience was
necessary and if they had not been trained at home they would
be here the boys in the agriculture the girls in knitting weav-
ing carding and spinning the girls were taught to cook bake
preserve and dry fruits and vegetables they were also taught
to milk cows churn butter make cheese wash and iron sew
and make soap they helped with the farmworkformworkfarm suchwork as binding
grain shearing sheep hoeing corn etc

lorenzo snow set the example for all the people in the way

leonard J arrington great basin kingdomkingdo cambridge
massachusetts harvard university press 1958 p 332

romney ppap 294295294

lucinda

295

P jensen history of beajrriver city box
elder county journal press 1947 p 60

1117

mostof

18

16leonard

17romney

18lucinda bear river

16

17

18
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I1 receive no pay nor favors in any way or shape
not for conscience sake but for example in the presence of any
grumblers and complainers and grabbers who are independent in
their feelings and speech 7

brigham young was very much impressed with the manner in

which the brigham city coopco wasop functioning brother snow 11

he said as led the people along and got them into the united order

without themthern knowing it 11

lorenzo

20

snow gave credit for the ideas established in the

coopco toop the teachings of brigham young as he explained to president

young

the objective of this operationcooperationco is not so much for the
purpose of creating large dividends as it is that the people may
obtain easily what their necessities demand and in this respect
become self sustaining and rendered independent of foreign
importations according to your earnest teachings

the goals and advantages of the coopco mentionedop were

accompanied by less tangible results those who lived under its

influence developed character and a sense of brotherhood by working

together for common goals the coopco providedop religious instruction

vocational training and social recreation for the youth president

romney p 297

arrington p 326

daughters of utah pioneers p 108

13

he conducted his responsibilities in the coopco

I1

op

superintend all the departments and am responsible to the
directors and make to them my report from time to time during
the year

19

has

21

19romney

20

2ldaughters

19
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14

snow stated

many of our young men and boys are now learning trades
their parents being highly pleased with their being furnished
employment at home rather than going abroad subject to con-
tracting bad habits and morals

we have erected a very elegant building two stories 32 x
63 feet the upper part devoted to a seminary and the lower
occupied as a dancing hall

I1 have considered it of the highest importance to the interest
of our community to provide for and encourage suitable diversions
and amusements

lorenzo snow was successful in developing a great social

order even at a time when the nation was in a depression when

the panic of 1873 struck utah brigham city was left almost untouched

23experiencing in that year its greatest expansion n the coopco

was

op

given much public exposure through the newspapers at this time

social reformers such as edward bellamy and bronterrefronterreBron obrienterre

came to visit brigham city and write about the things they saw

edward tullidge in 1878 wrote the following about the united order

in brigham city

the chief historical interest of box elder county centers
C siclhicl in brigham city indeed to the mind of the sociologist this
communistic city would afford a rare social study worthy of the
attention of a robert owen a john stuart mill or a herbert
spencer were its record sufficiently presented to this class
of minds in europe brigham city would become famous
in their writings and sociological examples and lorenzo snow
would be ranked by them as one of the worlds distinguished
social reformers

tullidge p 402 arrington p 325

tullidge p 400

pleasedwith

22

1123

24

22tullidge22 23arrington

24tullidge

tracting

pleas edwith

23

24
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I1

260rson

wroubrou ht

the success of the brigham city cooperative was further

expressed

generations hence when its illustrious founder shall be
sleeping with the fathers brigham city will be a unique inter-
esting subject for the study of the sociologist and the review
of the historian it will stand as an example of a city that grew
up on a pure operativecooperativeco plan it will prove that socialistic
commonwealths are possible and it will historically perpetuate
to the latterdaylatter saintsday themselves the social gospel of the
united order that the prophet joseph smith revealed as the
basis of a millennial society truly is brigham city a great
social monument in the age its apostolic founder is worthy of
immortality for the social problems that he has solved for our
latterdaylatter zionday and the people who have so nobly wrought with
him are worthy of remembrance in the pages of history

gentile influences

gentile influence was felt in utah even before the coming of

the railroad as whitney states in his history

keen eyed strangers within our gates were not slow to
detect the openings and opportunities for accumulating wealth
0 0 0 it is probable that quite half the merchants of salt lake
city were non mormonscormons

the growth of gentile influences in commercial enterprises

did not go unnoticed by brigham young the temporal and spiritual

welfare were inseparable in the eyes of the church leaders and in

the october conference of 1868 a resolution was unanimously adopted

ibidbid p 407

26or son F whitney history of utah II11 salt lake city
george Q cannon & sons co publishers january 1898
278

15

26

25

5.5

1.1
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I1

selfseif sustaining

tim4tima

16

pledging the people to be the interpretation

according to brigham youngsyoung discourse at the timtib was that a

27latterdaylatter saintday should not trade with an outsider n

the result of this resolution was of no little consequence

and did much to discourage and in many cases cause the failure of

business among the gentile merchants J H beadle wrote

it was amusing and provoking to take a walk along main
street that winter and see the melancholy jews standing in the
doors of their stores looking in vain for customers for six
months the ten gentile firms did not sell onetwentiethone thetwentieth
usual amount of goods their disgust was beyond expression
and their curses against brigham not loud but deep

many merchants throughout utah were forced to leave business

and seek opportunity elsewhere corinne offered an exciting business

prospect and utah businessmen were among the founders of this city

corinne

the gentile influence was felt in box elder county with the

coming of the railroad corinne townsite a plot three miles square

was laid out march 25 1869 an auction was held in the same month

and lots were sold some for as high as one thousand dollars each

two weeks after the boom struck the town had three hundred houses

and tents fifteen hundred people had settled and a city had been born

ibid p 279

9 0
J H beadle the undeveloped west or five years in the
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corinne claimed the title of the first gentile city in utah

the citizens of corinne surrounded by mormons involved in living

the united order were not always made to feel welcome

persecutions in the east had forced the mormons to the

foremost desert reaches where they settled a formidable land one

which many thought unfit for human habitation here they worked

to establish a social order which would insure peace prosperity

and equality for all the church members the railroad brought an

element of wild and woolly camp followers described by alex topancetoranceTo

on

pance

april and may of 1869 corinne and blue creek were
pretty lively places at the latter place was a big construction
camp generally known as dead fallfalliffailfaliballif and spoken of by some
as hellshelpshelis half acre

it seemed for a while as if all the toughs in the west had
gathered there every form of vice was in evidence drunken-
ness and gambling were the mildest things they did it was not
uncommon for two or three men to be shot or knifed in a night

back in corinne the burg on the bearbeart it was every bit
as bad I1 saw there a tent 150 feet long and 50 feet wide
crowded with gambling tables around which hundreds of men
swarmed day and night betting their money on every imaginable
kind of game including mexican monte and chinese fan tan

this tent had followed the construction gangs on the union
pacific nearly all the way from omaha I1 had seen it or one
like it at bear town near evanston wyoming

when the golden spike was driven the construction work
stopped and the camp on blue creek disappeared and there was
no trace of it in a few weeks but corinne survived the
boomers picked on it as the coming town and it had a fairly
stable population of 1500 to 2000 for a year or two

if

mexican

beartown

29

29alexander29 alexander toponce reminiscences of alexander toponce
pioneer 1839 j923 published by mrs katie toponce ogden
utah 1923 salt lake city century printing co p 13
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the saints felt this gentilegentlegentie element was a threat to the moral fiber of

the territory and some effort was made to keep its influence out

the dailydaliy reporter a weekly publication in salt lake city

moved to corinne and started publication on april 9 1869 J- H

beadle editor wrote in his first edition

our advice to persons who contemplate fleeing from the
tyranny of the mormon leaders is to go to the new town of
corinne where they will find entire freedom religious and
political the surest way to break up the despotism prevailing
in utah is to build up such a town as corinne

the role played by this newspaper was not a pleasant one as far as

the mormons were concerned many times its pages were used in

the expression of editorial warfare against the saints as related

by W F rae

in corinne a most vigorous and unrelenting warfare
against the saints is waged by mr J H beadle the editor of
the utah daily reporter in a leading article the mormons
in authority are likened to limen who would rob their grand-
mothers of their spectacles and sell their frames for silver n

the principal saints whom the mass of the ignorantignorant1ignorante quotation
added by authorsauthorh people almost worship are represented as
a lot of new england yankees out on speculation with not the

least speck of moralmorai or honest sentiment in their whole compo-
sitions they are out here lording it over a lot of foreign con-
verts who are here made peasants and slaves to these yankee
masters with such men to obtain absolute sway over an ignorant
and bigoted people can we expect anything else than that these

30 J cecil alter early utah journalism salt lake city
stevens & wallis inc 1938 ppap 334335334 citing335 J H beadle
ed the daidally report er corinne april 9 1869
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leaders should be what they are crafty swindlers and
licentious monsters

A spirit of antagonism and misunderstanding developed

between the saints and the gentiles conditions made confrontation

almost inevitable as expressed in the following masonic paper

even a slight acquaintance with the local situation as it
existed in the 60st6os and 170sTOs must convince anyone that
conditions were such as to preclude any real understanding or
friendly cooperation between mormon and gentile the dif-
ferences which raised insuperable barriers between the latter
day saints and all others were fundamental and were rooted in
the tenets of the mormon religion various aspects of the things
which made for division and strife appeared in the relations of
these two groups on the one hand for example were the saints
stressing in season and out the distinctive features of their faith
and practice claiming for their institution an immeasurable
superiority over all others refusing to abate by so much as one
iota demands based upon that assumed superiority insisting on
conformity to one standard and arrogating to themselves the
authority and right to cast out into outer darkness allaliail who
deviated therefrom or questioned their perogativesprerogativesperoga

the

tives

expression of this point of view by the gentiles and the

seeming lack of acceptance by the saints caused a polarization of

opinion and at times this led to confrontation

the freighters from corinne to points north by wagon became

a nuisance to the mormon population in bear river city the drivers

ray M reeder history of the founding rise and decline
of corinne utah unpublished thesis utah state agriculture college
1939 p 36 citing W F rae westward by rail london longmans
green and co 1870 ppap 182184182 184

S H goodwin & committeeCommit freemasonryinfreemason utahyryin
education
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bulletin no 6 committee on masonic education and
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called their oxen horses or mules such names as brigham young

or joseph smith they took great pleasure in swearing violently at

them as they passed by the mormon population the mormons called

a meeting in bear river city to remedy the situation A ditch was

dug across the road next to the malad river bridge to cause a detour

around bear river city the morning after the ditch was dug the first

freighter returned to corinne when next seen he was accompanied

by officers of the law with a warrant for the arrest of anyone who had

helped to obstruct a public highway 11 some of the guilty were taken

to corinne and spent considerable time in jail

political parties

prior to the coming of the railroad political parties had not

yet made their influence felt in the territory the church population

almost without exception claimed allegiance to the churchsponsored

peoples party the building of the railroad brought to corinne a

gentile population concentrated enough in one place to unite in oppoappo

34sitionaition to the churchsponsoredsponsored politics

early in the year of 1870 a meeting was held by the opposition

in the masonic hall in salt lake a slate of candidates were selected

to oppose the peoplepeoples ticket 11 and plans were made to hold a

jensen ppap 646564
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political convention at corinne the leaders of this political move-

ment were aware of the uphill fight they would have but hoped to gain

political control of box elder county the convention was scheduled

for july 16 1870 the convention was held in corinne and at this

political rally the liberal political party of utah was formed

the liberal party of utah became the rallying point for

opposition to church power one of its forceful members was

R N baskin in his letter of acceptance of nomination as delegate

to congress he wrote

in common with the liberal party I1 desire the establishment
of the supremacy of law freedom of thought freedomoffreedom speech
and freedom of action in utah as it exists in other states and ter-
ritories of the union the enactment of an election law which will
insure honest elections and enable every man however poor or
dependent he may be to go to the polls and freely deposit his
ballot for whomsoever he may choose without the fear of infliction
of ecclesiastical penalties to establish a system under which every
one may freely and fully exercise his own individuality choose
his own business political and social relations without the consent
of any bigoted apostleapos1 bishop or teacher A system under
which every man will have an equal chance by personal worth or
dent of honest effort to attain the highest social political and
business advancement without having to lay his manhood down
at the foot of the priesthood or kiss the great toe of some prefprecpreepreb
tended prophet A system under which the people and not the
church may freely choose their own rulers and religious bigotry
cease to be an essential requisite to the attainment of office or
business monopolies and church aristocracy restore the natural
law of trade and social intercourse and allow without question
every man to manage his own affairs hold the title to his own
property and run the course of life without weight upon his
shoulder so 35

K35rR N baskin reminiscences of early utah salt lake
city R N baskin 1914 ppapp7 252625 26
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the opinions expressed by mr baskin may not have been

shared by all members of his party but the tone of his campaign did

little to bring solutions to the problems that existed the liberal

party went about their business of political revolution in utah with

missionary zeal part of this zeal was directed at the economic

system which held the saints together and kept the gentiles from being

assimilated into the economic society

many of the gentiles who came to box elder county wanted

to stay they looked around the county for economical opportunities

and saw on every hand the influence of the united order this to them

was a form of servitude not feeling the spirit of the law as experienced

by the enthusiastic members of the order they saw the church leaders

not as servants of the lord as they were told by dedicated members

but as dictators and land grabbers

men from corinne decided upon an irrigation project for

their land and sent a memorial to congress to request water rights

on the bear river they stated the following about corinne in this

memorial

it is the only place where a truly american community can
be brought into permanent and successfulsuccess contactfidfiAfla with the
mormon population whose feet have trodden and who hold in
their relentless grasp every other valley in utah this
supremacy over the soil has been acquired in part by terrorism
and force but mainly by special grants from the mormon
legislature in palpable conflict with the organic act
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and all thetitetlle laws of congress pertaining to the public
domain

this memorial and the active opposition in corinne made

box elder county a front line in the battle between the church and

the gentiles this battle raged through the seventies with bitter

polarization taking place the memorial to congress was not suc-

cessful in getting water rights and corinne declined in population

her citizens moved to salt lake city 9 ogden and other areas usually

in the utah territory where they continued in their opposition to the

theocratic dictatorshipdictatorship11 of thefeemee church

problems with the coopco

the

op

peak years for the brigham city mercantile cooperation

were experienced at the same time that corinne was declining and the

panic of 1873 had caused the failure of many banks and businesses in

the united states the deseret news in september of 1876 related the

following information about the coopco

0

op

4 brigham city the capital of box elder county utah
a mormon community at that should be steadily and successfully
demonstrating the feasibility of uniting the industries of a whole
community and resolving them into a commonwealth the
problem has been committed into the hands of that prudent and
wise gentleman elder lorenzo snow who in connection with
others has formed a nucleus of home industries which bids
defiance to the fluctuations of trade or commercial depressions

A visit to the various departments of this institution will at
once convince a person that is not blind to apparent facts how a

Q

goodwillGoodwin & committee ppap 9109 10
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community can control their own industries and live independent
of commercial disasters the capital stock of the institution
exceeds one hundred and fifty thousand dollars subscribed by the
citizens of the place

the product for the last year ending amounted to over one
quarter of a million dollars thirty thousand dollars of this
product was turned into cash then into merchandise andarki other
materials for the benefit of the business and employees liberal
wages are allowed the operatives who are engaged by the day or
work by the piece and receive their pay in the products of the
instututioninstitution including onesixthone storesixth pay or can have a house
built for them if they require it and have the cost cancelled by
exchange account if an employee be a stockholder he or she
receives a yearly dividend which has never been less than nine
and as high as fifteen per cent

A fire of unknown origin broke out in the coopco woolenop factory

during the night of december 21 1877 the loss from this fire made

it necessary to replace both the factory and the equipment the

replacement was completed by july 4 1878 A contract to pay the

expense of replacing the woolen factory was obtained by the coopco

this

op

contract was to supply ties and other lumber products for the rail-

road being built into idaho A saw mill was purchased in marsh valley

idaho near the supply of timber one hundred men from the coopco

moved

op

to marsh valley and began the work of supplying the lumber
20

to the utah and northern railroad everything was going very

smoothly for several months when without warning 1 proceedings

were instituted by a grand jury in collusion with an unprincipled judge

daughters of utah pioneers ppap 114115114 citing115 editor
deseret news church news jsaltsaitisalt lake city november 20 1876

tullidge p 404
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aq3qa methodist minister against the brigham city company n 7 these

charges proved to be unfounded but caused the arrest of fiftythreefifty

men

three

the loss of the contract the loss of the saw mill and the end

to the project

this project expense and frustration along withvath the expense

to replace the woolen mill caused great concern forces seemed to

be at work to destroy the coopco theop united states collector of

internal revenue levied a penalty tax of 10200 in july of 1878

on the circulation medium of the brigham city coopco

the

op

entire year of 1878 was a bad one for the crops also

A drought caused an estimated three thousand dollars loss and a

grasshopper attack on the crops caused an estimated damage of four

thousand dollars there was a total loss of 53 200 in the short

41space of nine months

the problems facing the coopco wereop outlined in a letter to

president F D richards in which the alternatives were expressed

and the future plans of the coopco werenereop discussed

we were compelled to raise within eighteen months
30 000 independent of the 45 000 required during the same

time to carry on our home industries
there appeared now but one course left for us to pursue

viz curtail our business close several of our departments

romney p 306 ibidbid p 307
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lessen the business in others and dispose of such property
as will assist in discharging our cash obligations thus using
every exertion to outlive our misfortunes and save ourselves
from being totally wrecked

when the departments of the coopco wereop closed down in

many cases the department managers took over the machinery and

operated the business themselves the good days for the coopco wereop

gone the political situation as well as the economical obstacles andarbi

the comingcoining of civilization to the territory caused the downfall of

the brigham city cooperative in november of 1895 with liabilities

of 75 000 and assets of 100 000 the coopco wentop into a receiver-

ship 43

it is hard to measure the influence exerted by the brigham

city cooperative on box elder county but with its decline and

termination many were disappointed the closeness of the com-

munity and the brotherhood experienced by those who felt the spirit

of the united order dwindled with the combined forces of progress

which brought the end to this era

ibid p 404

kotter p 10
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chapter 3

EDUCATION PRIOR TO THE ACADEMY

pioneer education

the territory of utah was settled by a people who shared a

common belief of religion thought and practice common ideals

existed in the population as did common goals for education there

were few conflicting ideas or philosophies before the pioneers came

to utah they had proven to their own satisfaction that the teachings of

the church were worthy of sacrifice

church leaders and political leaders were often the same

persons the governor of the territory and the president of the church

was the same person callings were given to certain individuals to

establish and preside over certain areas responsibility for education

was given to the bishops of the wards the mormons had no difficulty

in pursuing their educational objectives in all their educational insti-

tutions during the early years in utah yl brigham young referring

to education stated

M lynn bennion mormonism and education salt lake
city department of education of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1939 p 126

27

churchwere
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I1 ask all the nations of christendom if they can produce
a people considering all the circumstance who are better
educated in all the branches of learning than this people as a
people 2

it was not easy in pioneer conditions to build schools and provide

teachers for all children but in brigham city this was doneclonecione the

same year it was settled

the first school in brigham city started the very year it
was settled in 1851 henry evans was the teacher he went
from home to home in the old fort and taught the children to
read write and figure he was paid in anything usable food
clothing etc

in 1854 a long log school house was erected just outside the
fort if it were standing today it would be about in the middle
of the street east of the LDS third ward chapel george brom-
well taught in this building and was followed by jonathan C
wright

william L watkins brigham citys fourth teacher was
called by president lorenzo snow to teach in brigham city
from 1851 to 1854 anyone who wished to teach school could
do so they were paid in anything they could use at the rate
of 1 00 per pupil for beginners to 3 00 for fifth grade pupils
per term A term was two or three months the subjects
taught were reading writing and arithmetic and for the girls
sewing later teachers were secured by invitation payments
were made in the same mannerminnerbannerbinner

As early as 1864 organized schoolwork was commenced
in box elder county at brigham city lorenzo snow samuel
smith and joseph grover were elected school trustees by the
people and at the same time a one per cent tax was voted for
school purposes the next step in advancement regarding
schoolwork came in 1870 with the appointing of lorenzo snow
as superintendent of public instruction by the court funds to
erect buildings and maintain schools for a longer period each
year were the paramount problems

on august 19 1877 brigham city was divided into four
LDS wards at a mass meeting of the people trustees were

G D watt and others reporters journal of discourses
XII london latterdaylatter saintsday book depot 185418861854 1061886
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chosen for each ward their responsibility was to erect buildings
and employ teachers for their own ward or district the raising
of funds was mostly up to the trustees although as early as 1875
the territorial legislature had voted funds for the support of
schools also J

gentile education

box elder county was the first area outside of salt

lake to establish a nonsectariannon schoolsectarian as related by goodwin

A day school was established as a branch of the salt lake

grammar school and as the first entirely gentile school in

utah deserves a place in historyhist 114oryeoryO the gentiles upon arriving

in utah did not desire to send their children to mormon schools

the result of this dilemma was the establishment of the sectarian

schools

the gentiles who invaded zion in increased numbers
with the coming of the railroad in 1869 were not disposed
to send their children to mormondominatedmormon schoolsdominated to
meet this situation they established their own sectarian
institutions which were also to serve as mission units to
rescue mormon youth from the error of their fathers among
the first of these were the episcopal st marks grammar
school 1867 the methodist salt lake seminary 1875 the
presbyterian saltsaksait lake collegiate institute 1875 which
became the westministerWest collegeminister the congregational salt
lake academy 1879 and the catholic st marys academy

thelma kotter through the years in brigham city compompamp
LDSLIDS eighth ward brighammrigham city utah eighth LDS ward 1953
ppap 444544
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1875 in additionaddi totiontiOU these academies and seminaries gentile
grammar schools appeared in many mormon communities

A great deal of missionary zeal was used by these mission

schools A vote of confidence was given to them in the following

the noble and selfsacrificing men and women of the various
denominations who as ministers and teachers have consecrated
themselves to this great work are deserving the thanks of every
christian and philanthropistphilanthropists and it may be that their labors under
divine providence may accomplish more than the wisdom of the
law givers 6

there were in attendance at these schools an average of six

thousand pupils it is not known how many of these were mormon

but therether were enough to disturbsturbesturb the leadersleader of the church

those who oppose us are well aware of the importance of
education in shaping the minds of the rising generation if they
could only take from us the education of our children they think
they would deal us one of the mostmoistbostboist deadly blows ever aimed at
us it has been hoped by this means and by making the
charge for tuition low to induce the latterdaylatter saintday children
to these institutions to be educated whenever they have
done so the results have been evil for what is the value of
education if it leads children into infidelity and to reject the
gospel7gospelgospels

brigham

7

city was not beyond the influence of the denomin-

ational schools there is a presbyterian church and also a school

gustive 0 larsen outline historypf utah and the
mormons salt lake city deseret book company 1965 p 133

bennion ppap 148149148
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E berrett and alma P burton readingreadin s in LDS
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connected therewith the rev L S gilispie is the pastor and a lady

sent by the presbyterian association is at the head of the educational

department 18

the mormons were making plans to counteract this influence

in education by adjusting their role in education the governor made

reference to this as related by whitney

the governor pointed to the fact that the mormon people
were quietly preparing for denominational schools in which
their children might be taught mormon theology in addition to
the ordinary branches of education this argued in his opinion
that the mormon church was inimical to the public school sys-
tem the force of argument was broken by the admission that
other churches in utah baptist catholic congregational
methodist presbyterian episcopal and swedish lutheran
had denominational schools 9

politics in education
in the 1880

the edmunds bill of 1882 was the signal for a takeover of

the government by the liberals the utah commission arrived in

august of that year bringing with them the test oath to be administered

to all citizens of the territory the mormons lost control of public

schools on december 29 1884 when governor murray issued a proc-

lamation appointing william M perry as the superintendent of public

8 edward W tullidge ed T ulliuilidge s quarterQuar ly magazineterlteri maga zine
II11 salt lake city utah star printing 1883 407

orsonfOrso whitneynF history of utah II11 salt lake city utah
george Q cannon and sons company 1896

1880s

tullid efses

histlrlof
18967
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schools mr perry was the first nonmormonnon tomormon hold this office

governor murray appointed parley L williams to succeed

mr perry on march 13 1886 many changes were made in edu-

cation as inferred in the following letter from the first presidency

our children should be indoctrinated in the principles of
the gospel from the earliest childhood they should be made
familiar with the contents of the bible the book of mormon and
the book of doctrine and covenants these should be their chief
text books and everything should be done to establish and pro-
mote in their hearts genuine faith in god in his gospel and its
ordinances and in his works but under our common school
system it is not possible

the edmundstuckeredmunds lawtucker was passed in march of 1887

among the features of this law were the disincorporation of the

church of jesus christ of latterday saints and the escheatment

of church property also included was this statement in the public

schools no teacher shall be employed or rejected on account of his

12religious faith or his sympathy with any particular denomination n

much influence of the church was taken from the public

schools since there was no way in which the church would accom-

plish its goals of religious education the church system of

academies was planned and implemented in 1888

10 james R clark me s sage s of the firtfirst prePresidenpresidencysidencydencysilencysi cv 111IIIlii
salt lake city bookcraft 1966 166

bid I1 p 86

wayne stoutstouttstouts history of utah salt lake city wayne
stout 1964 p 299
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chapter 4

THE CHURCH SYSTEM OF ACADEMIES

church schools j1888

the first academy established by the church was at provo

utah on october 15 1875 brigham young had endowed this school

with two blocks of land in the heart of provo city this school

became the brigham young academy

warner W dusenberry was chosen to direct this school

as the principal but on april 15 1876 he resigned in order to

practice law and karl G maeser was elected to be his successor

the brigham young college was established in logan utah

on july 24 1877 when brigham young gave 9 642 acres of land to

a board of trustees the profits of which were to be used to establish

and maintain the school the deed specified that the gospel of jesus
2christ should be the basis of college discipline

the latterdaylatter saintsday college was established in salt lake

M lynn bennion mormonism and education salt lake
city department of education of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1939 p 148
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city under the name of the salt lake stake academy in 1886 with

willard done as the principal in 1889 james E talmage became

president of this school and the name was changed to latterdaylatter

saint

day

college 3

the brigham young academy the brigham young college

and the salt lake stake academy were the basis of church education

until june 1888

public schoolschools s1888

A combination of political social and religious opposition

to established policies of education by 1888 had removed opportunity

for the church to exert real influence on the politicallycontrolled

public school system it became necessary under these conditions

to surrender to the state the complete educational influence or estab-

lish an educational system of its own to meet the challenge of

education for their youth the first presidency issued the following

instructions to the stake presidents on june 8 1888

june 8 1888
salt lake city utah

dear brethren

A meeting of the general board of education was held
todayto andday the subject of the educational interests of the latter
day saints was taken into consideration and discussed at some
length it was decided that a board of education consisting of

bid ppap 155158155 158
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not less than five and not to exceed eight in number should be
selected in each stake to take charge of and promote the
interests of education in the stake this communicationcommunica is
addressed to you to inform you of this action and to have
you select energetic men who are friends of education
who understand the needs of the people and who have influ-
ence with the saints to carry out any suggestions in this
direction that may be deemed proper in the decision
which was made by our board it was made the duty of these
boards to take into consideration the formation of church
schools and the best method of accomplishing this and after
arriving at proper conclusions to report them to the general
board communications of this character may be addressed
to elder george reynolds who is the secretary of the board
it was felt by the board that to begin with there should
be one stake academy established in each stake as soon as
practicable

wenwe feel that the time has arrived when the proper
education of our children should be taken in hand by us as
a people religious training is practically excluded from
the district schools the perusal of books that we value
as divine records is forbidden our children if left to
the training they receive in these schools will grow up
entirely ignorant of those principles of salvation for which
the latterdaylatter saintsday have made so many sacrifices to
permit this condition of things to exist among us would be
criminal the desire is universally expressed by all
thinking people in the church that we should have schools
where the bible the book of mormon and the book of doc-
trine and covenants can be used as text books and where
the principles of our religion may form a part of the teaching
of the schools to effect this it will be necessary that funds
be collected the church will doubtless do its share but it
cannot carry the entire burden the saints must be appealed
to there are hundreds of liberalmindedliberal peopleminded among us who
will be willing to contribute to this worthy object when they find
the subject is receiving proper attention and that definite and
permanent arrangements are being made to establish academies
of this character

the brethren whom you select to form this board should
be men of character and integrity among the people who will
be able to use an influence in the collection of funds so that
academies may be established good faculties be employed and
education be made so cheap that it will be within the reach of
the humblest in the land after you have made a proper selection
for this board the names of the brethren composing it should

35
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presidencvPresidenpresidency4jamesajames
appp 167168167

5williamawilliam

168

be presented regularly at your stake conference as other
authorities are so that the people can vote for them

the main points of this instruction to the stake presi-

dents were

1 A boardaboard of education should be organized in each
stake of zion

2 an academy should be established in each stake as
soon as possible

3 this academy should be a place where religion couldcoaldcoaid
be taught as well as academic subjects

4 it should be a school where the bible book of mormon
and doctrine and covenants could be used as texts 5

dr karl G maeser was chosen as general superintendent

of these schools to further aid the stakes in their implementation of

those instructions

karl G maeser

it would be hard to find a man who has been more influential

in the development of the churchchuchchu systemch of education than karl G

maeser dr maeser had functioned as principal of the brigham

young academy from april 15 1876 in which role he and the school

received the following vote of confidence from george Q cannon

professor maeser the principal is a thorough scholar
an instructor of long experience and a genuine latterdaylatter saintday
we regard the latter qualifications as being quite as necessary

4 james R clarkdarkmark messages of the first presidency III111ili
salt lake city bookcraft inc 1966 pptl67

william E berrett and alma P burton readinasre1111readingsRe L1111 DS
church history III111ili salt lake city deseret book co y 1958 334

36
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as the former in a teacher for latterdaylatter saintday children if a
teacher possesses the influence over his scholars that he should
have their moral and religious sentiments will be shaped
somewhat by those which he entertains and by his example whether
he pretends to teach in these branches or not from our personal
acquaintance with brother maeser and his able corps of assistants
we feel assured that no pupil is likely to be misled by following
either their precepts or example

As a teacher and scholar a tribute was given professor

maeser by george sutherland a former justice of the supreme court

of the united states and student of the brigham young academy

dr maeser was not only a scholar of great and varied
learning with an exceptional abilityabilityto to impart what he knew to
others but he was a man of such transparent and natural good-
ness that his students gained not only knowledge but character
which is better than knowledgknowledgaknowledgeknow I1ledga have never known a man whose
learning covered so wide a range of subjects and was at the same
time so thorough in all his ability to teach ran from kinder-
garten to the highest branches of pedagogy in all my acquaintance
with him I1 never knew a question to be submitted upon any topic
that he did not readily and fully answer in addition to this he
had a wonderful grasp of human nature and seemed to understand
almost intuitively the moral and intellectual qualities of his
students he saw the short c comingsending s as well as excellences of
his pupils and while he never hesitated to point them out
sometimes in a genial humorous way it was always with such
an undercurrent of kindly interest that no criticism ever left a
sting he was of course an ardent believer in the doctrines
of his church but with great tolerance for the views of those
who differed with him in religious faith I1 came to the old
academy with my religious opinions frankly at variance with
those he entertained but I1 was never made to feel that it made
the slightest difference in his regard or attention the same
I1 may say in passing was true of all my relations with all my
classmates at the academy

bid t p 335

reinhard maeser karl G maeusermaejser provo utah brigham
young university 1928 ppap 888988 89

6
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the calling of karl G maeser as general superintendent of

latterdaylatter saintday schools on june 8 1888 did not relieve brother

maeser of his duties as principal of the brigham young academy
Q

it merely added to his responsibilities from instructions of the

first presidency many academies were established under the

direction of brother maeser as shown in table 1 on page 39

wilford woodruff expressed the importance placed by the

brethren on these academies in a letter to joseph G nelson who had

been called to erveserve as a missionary in the southern states mission

presidents office
salt lake city utah
october 2 1888

elder jos nelson
goshen utah

dear brother

it has been represented to me that your labors are needed
in the church schools that are now being established throughout
the stakes of zion and that your services in that direction will
be more valuable to the cause of truth than a mission I1 have
decided to honorably release you from the call made upon you
to go to the southern states so that you may place yourself at
the disposal of prof K G maeser in some one of the church
academiesacademieacademia

please communicate with himhirn and he will inform you where
you are most needed

your brother
wilford woodruff9woodr&v19Woodruffwoodruffe

bid81bid

9

p0 107
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table I11

LDSL academies10D

academy

S

date

academies

brigham

10

young academy
brigham young college logan
alberta stakeukeeke academy
bannock stake academy

1898 freemont ricks 1903
bear lake stake academy
beaver stake academy
big horn stake academy cowley wyo
box elder stake academy
cassia stake academy
davis stake academy
emery stake academy
juab stake academy
juarez L D S
juarez L D S academy
salt lake stake academy

1899 latterdaylatter saintday college 1893 L
malad stake academy
maricopamaricolaMari academycopa
millard stake academy
oneida stake academy
diaz academy
panguitch stake academy
parowancarowan stake academy
rich county academy

randolph
san luis academy sanford colo
sanpete stake academy

apraar 17 1900 snow academy apraar 10

sevier stake academy
snowflake stake academy
st george stake academy
st johns stake academy
st joseph stake academy
summit stake academy
uintah stake academy
weber stake academy
morgan stake academy
wasatch academy

oct 19
nov 22

oct 16
oct 29299

dec 29
dec 25
june 28
sept 15

july 12

D S university
july 3
oct 9
oct 29
oct 29
sept 24
oct 30
april 12
sept 17
nov 3

oct 18
1917 snow college

dec 12
dec 25
nov 1

dec 25
feb 10
nov 19
dec 18
dec 18
nov 24
oct 25

10Ioberrett and burton ppap 337338337 338

39

juar e z

1875
1877
1891
1888

ioberrett

161

31p

19

25j

1888
1888
1909
1888
1888
1890
1890
1890
1888
1888
1886

1890
1895
1888
1888
1891
1888
1890
1891
1890
1907
1888

1888
1888
1888
1888
1891
1888
1888
1888
1888
1890
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the academies spread from alberta canada in the north

to colonia juarez mexico in the south they rendered a valuable

service to the youth of the church legislation to provide free

public schools was passed in the state legislature in 1890 and further

improved in 1892 this made a dual system of education members

of the church supported public schools with their taxes and church

schools with their contributions it soon became apparent that the

people could not afford to support both

religion classes

the first presidency advised the establishment of daily

classes separate from but in conjunction with public school for

those who could not attend an academy they sent a letter on

october 25 1890 to the presidents of the stakes suggesting that

in cases where church schools could not be established there should

be a man or woman called to teach a class in religion each afternoon

after the close of public school this class should be held in the

school or in a building near the school but care should be taken for

it to be separate from the school to conform to the law students

attending public schools in this way could be taught the first

leon roundy hartshorn mormon education in the
bold yearsyears81 unpublished doctors dissertation stanford university
palo alto california 1965 p 27

ibid j p 31
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41

principles of the gospel church history and other kindred

13subjects

we deem it desirable that every school thus established
should be under the guidance and direction of the general board
of education and those brethren and sisters who accept this call
will receive a license from that board to act in this capacity
suggestions with regard to the studies etc will also be issued
by the general board and other means be adopted to place these
classes in harmony with the methods of the church school system
of which in fact they will form an important part

parents soon found it was less expensive to send their children

to public school where books were furnished tuition was free and in

many cases even transportation was provided the religion class

was a part of the training children attending public school received as

expressed by austin larsen

our memory lane incident tonight is one we all remember
and in which we all participated you recall that as an
elementary and grammar grade student that once each
week usually on wednesday you were asked to remain for
a short period of time after school for a religion class
it was probably held in your school room with your regular
school teacher in the new capacity of a teacher of religion who
with a good deal of pressure and alsoaiso authority persuaded you to
reluctantly remain this regular teacher was no doubt aided
by some good brother or sister from the community and
so for about 40 years these weekly religion classes n were
continued in the elementary and grammar schools when
eventually the success of the new seminary system was assured

clark ppap 196197196

ibid

197

hartshorn p 30
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the old time religion classesclasses11 became only a memory lane
incident in the life of each of us present here tonight 16

the leaders of the church found the academy system expensive

to maintain and the religion classes in comparison inexpensive

the decisions that the educational leaders of the church
made in these years had a profound effect upon the educational
program of the church as it is today in 1912 a new kind
of educational program was introduced into the church A small
classroom was built adjacent to granite high school in salt lake
city students were released an hour a day to receive religious
instruction by a religion teacher employed by the church 17

the academy was an effort to provide a complete education

program for the student the cost of such a program was more than

the church could provide the religion class proved that religion

could be provided in conjunction with the public school and eventually

the releasedtimereleased programtime in the seminaries proved to be the most

economical and practical solution to the problem of providing religious

education

box elder county sons of utah pioneers monthly meeting
minutes october 14 1970

17hartshorn p 31

16box

17hartshorn
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chapter 5

THE BOX ELDER STAKE ACADEMY

the beginning

the people who settled box elder county had a strong desire

for knowledge although schools had been taught since the early arrival

of the saints there was no chance for the citizens to gain higher edu-

cation without leaving the community the brigham city coopco triedop

to fill this need by training young people for vocations on the farms and

in the factories the decline of the coopco andop the growing desire to

have more education caused the people of box elder county to look for

ways of providing higher education kotter refers to this feeling

all along there was a strong feeling among certain people for
a school of higher learning as was evidenced by newspaper
reports of mass meetings being held to discuss ways and means of
starting and supporting such an institution in 1888 the box elder
stake academy was established it being the first and only school
of higher education in the county it was housed in a two story
building on the southeast of the block now occupied by the box
elder high school gymnasium and stadium this rock building
had formerly housed a hat factory and a shoe and harness manu-
facturing business

instructions to form a stake board of education and a stake

thelmatheima kotter through the years in brigham citygity comp
LDS eighth ward brigham city utah eighth LDS ward 1953 p 45

43
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academy were sent to each stake on june 8 1888 almost immediate

action was taken by president rudger clawson the stake board of

education was formed and consisted of rudger clawson as president

john D peters as secretary and adolphus madson charles riley

samuel smith george facer and carl jensen as members the

executive committee consisted of rudger clawson as president

john D peters as secretary and samuel smith as a member

plans were made to begin school in the fall of 1888 arrange-

ments were made to meet that goal as recorded in the historical

record

the stake board of education having leased of the brigham
city mercantile and manufacturing association its boot and
shoe hat and harness departmentdepartmentsDepart fittedbentomentobents up the same for
use of the academy

the doors of the box elder stake academy opened for regis-

tration of students on september 3 1888 less than three months after

the request was sent by the first presidency

it was understood that any student was permitted to attend
this school the student paying his own tuition and buying his
own books thus parents bore the burden making little
difference to them whether they attended district school or a
church school

box eldereider stake academy historical record 188818931888
located

1893
in the church historianhistorians office 65916531 R p 9

bid

4 john D peters autobiography comp george reynold
watkins located at 1142 east 27 south salt lake city utah p 153
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fiftyninefifty studentsnine enrolled the first day these students

ranged in their abilities from primary to academic with all ages

included the challenge of organization began

joseph J anderson a young graduate of brigham young

academy was employed as principal of the academy and as the

enrollment became larger miss sadie furner was engaged for one

year beginning september 10 1888 john D peters was employed

on october 18 and by november 13 miss ettie madsen was added to

the staff 5

class curriculum

the classes taught by each of these teachers is shown on

the following tables taken from the principals report at the closing

of the first term see tables 2 through 6

table 2

first term registration

department no of students

primary
preparatory
intermediate
academic

30
38
56
36

historical record ppap 9109 10

is

5historical
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table 3

the primary department curriculum

classes

primary theology

short studies B
with composition

arithmetic E

111IIIililii reader A

III111ili reader B

primary geography

natural history

primary drawing
singing and
object lessons

penmanship

students

24

24

26

15

9

24

24

24

24

weekly
recitations

5

5

5

10

10

5

5

5

5

teacher

ettie mad sen

ettie madsen

ettie madsen

ettie madsen

ettie madsen

ettie madsen

ettie madsen

ettie madsen

ettie madsen

madsen

mads en
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table 4

the preparatory department curriculum

classes

preparatory theology

short studies A alt
with composition

short studies B alt
with composition

arithmetic C

elementary geography

II11 reading

hygiene B alt with
natural history B

preparatory orthography

preparatory object lessolessons
alt with drawing

students

37

21

44

43

37

38

37
18

37

ns 8
6

weekly
recitations

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
5

5

5
5

teacher

sadie furner

sadie furner

jos J anderson

sadie furner

sadie furner

sadie furner

sadie furner
sadie furner

sadie furner

sadie furner
sadie furner

preparatory penmanship 36 4 sadie furner

W e ekly
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table 5

the intermediate department curriculum

classes

intermediate theology

read & kellogg with
composition

arithmetic E

V reader

higher geography

hygiene A

intermediate orthography

phonetics alt with
natural history

intermediate penmanship

students

47

52

47

61

58

59

63

46

58

weekly
recitations

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

teacher

john D peters

john D peters

jos J anderson

john D peters

john D peters

john D peters

john D peters

john D peters

john D peters
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table 6

the academic department curriculum

classes

academic theology

arithmetic A

elocution

physical geography

academic orthography

physiology fa& hygiene

book keeping B

book keeping A

theory & practice of
teaching

academic penmanship

students

44

22

31

27

24

33

10

8

12

35

weekly
recitationrecitations

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

LS

jos

jos

jos

jos

jos

jos

jos

john

jos

jos

te

J

J

J

J

J

J

J

D

J

J

acher

anderson

anderson

anderson

anderson

anderson

anderson

anderson

peters

anderson

anderson

B ook
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the placement of the students in departments created a

problem it was necessary to work out some method of deciding

which students should go to each section therefore a partial exam-

ination was given to the students before receiving their admit to

divide the students into the three or four academic catagoriescategoriescata wouldgories

undoubtedly give a broad difference of student abilities in each of

these categories much time must have been devoted to individualized

instruction many timestin thelesies teacher was unable to include the variety

of classes needed as was the case with ettie madsen during the first

term the principal related he second readers six in number were

discontinued on the second day of the term on account of lack of room

7and insufficient help n

each teacher taught twelve classes during the school day

A detailed outline of courses taught in the academy as well as text

books used are given in the plan of studies of the box elder stake

academy

time schedule

no record is given the first year as to the breakdown in

time but the year 188918901889 is1890 shown on table 7 page 51 it will be

historical record p 37 bid p 12

0
box elder stake academy plan of studies located in the

church historians office 6589

6

the

8

75id
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1-1151-015
145
215
230
300
320
330

first bell
second bell
opening exercises
theology new testament
grammar
arithmetic A
arithmetic B
elocution
normal class alt with

mental arithmetic
penmanship
US history
geography
singing
physiology
orthography
closing exercises

first bell
second bell
opening exercises
theology book of mormon
short studies
grammar
arithmetic
arithmetic
reading 1st section

Penman ship
reading 2nd section
geography
singing and calisthentics
hygiene and drawing
orthography english
closing exercises

first bell
second bell
opening exercises
theology old testament
short studies A
short studies B
arithmetic
arithmetic
reading ist section

penmanship
reading 2nd section
geography
singing
hygiene and drawing
orthography
closing exercises

teacher A vance J D peterpeters phena madsen

historical record p 30

istast

at1t 00

table 7

daily program 188918901889 second1890 term

time academic department intermediate department preparatory department

830
850
850- 900
900- 930
9301000930

100010301000
1000

103011001030
1030

110011301100
1100

113012001130121130
1130

1230

1200

115
145
215
230
300
320-

115

320-

015

120-

115

120-

015

v

fir st

penmanship

3 a a

s

ul
PNP N

12 000

fir st

ist

and and
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noted that the primary department was combined with the

p reparatorypreparatory department

free school system dingo
and its effect

the legislature in 1890 provided for free public schools

where tuition and books would be furnished to the students tax

money would be used to provide facilities and teachers without cost

to the parents or the students prior to this time in both public and

church schools the students furnished a good portion of the money

needed to support the educational programs

the church system of education was not free nor was the

church in any position to provide free education the parents of

many students saw the free school system as a way to relieve the

financial pressures involved in providing education for their children

the decline in enrollment in the academy was very notice-

able at the commencement of the district schools as shown in

table 8 page 53 taken from the principals report at the close of

the second term

of those we have reported discontinued a large number
secured their admits for half the term orally awaiting
presumably the commencement of district schools and
some procured admits even for less than half the term

historical record p 43

52

9

9historical
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table 8

second term registration

department males females total discontinued

academic
intermediate
preparatory

11

45
25

17
27
14

28
72
39

3
28

6

total 81 58 139 37

principal vance was concerned about this sudden change in

enrollment and expressed this concern to the stake board of education

at the conclusion of his report

As was anticipated by many the attendance at the academy
has been influenced by the present free school system but has
always been the case with new organizations in the church that
they have striven against obstacles and opposing powers so
may we expect it will be with our church schools and as the
church has thus far been led out of many dark and threatening
scenes so will our church schools by the blessings of god
surmount all obstacles and breakers that may seem to threaten
them they have received the sanction of the lord by revelation
we believe the saints should say today as israel of old god
hath spoken let israel obexobey and patronize these schools and
fill them to overflowing ltl0

the decline ofjthe academy

the challenge to the existence of the box elder stake

academy was being felt in 1890 the public schools improved their

loibid1oibid p 47

obe

of the
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facilities and more and more students were attracted away from

the academy

the enrollment for the third term is depicted in table 9

table 9

third term registration

department

academic
intermediate
preparatory

total

malesmalemaiesmaie

10

s

27
16

53

females

13
10

5

28

total

23
37
21

81

when the enrollment decreased the number of departments

remained the same but classes were smaller the academy was

supported at least in part by tuition with fewer students the board

of education could not continue to employ three teachers the results

of this decrease in studentbodystudent meantbody that two teachers had to do

the work of three as shown in table 10 page 55 it was necessary

to terminateterminatterminal the preparatory teacher which left two teachers to cover

three departments

the fourth term opened with only eighteen students the

principal attempted to teach all classes but after five weeks it was

decided by the stake board of education to discontinue school for the

i

T otalotai
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table 10

third term registration
189018911890

intermediate

1891

department students academic department students

theology
grammar A
grammar B
arithmetic B
arithmetic A
reading A
reading B
penmanship
orthography
geography
hygiene

additional classes
from preparitorypreparatory

theology
short studies A
arithmetic A
reading
orthography
hygiene

orvis call teacher

17 classes with 85
weekly recitations

44
13
29
31
12
37
37
37
37
43
37

15
14
4

15

15

15

theology
grammar A
rhetoric
arithmetic A
arithmetic B
elocution
penmanship
orthography
US history
civil government
normal class
physical geography
physiology

additional classes
from preparitorypreparatory

short studies B
arithmetic B
penmanship
drawing
geography

angus vance teacher

19 classes with 88
weekly recitations

23
11

2
6

15
23
23
23
17
17

9
9

23

11
11
15
15
15

historical record p 52

normal class was a class used to prepare students to
become teachers historical record p 60
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year which was doneclonecione adjustments were also necessary in the

1891921891 school92 year when school opened for the first term only

thirtytwothirty studentstwo were enrolled fourteen in the academic depart-

ment and eighteen in the intermediate department fourteen of these

students were males and eighteen were females

the second term enrollment was up to eightythreeeighty studentsthree

the academic department enrolling fortyfiveforty offive these which was the

largest enrollment experienced by that department in the history of

the school the preparatory department was again functioning

marie forsgren was teaching nine students in this department along

with the lectures to the lady students

concern was expressed with regard to the future of the

academy in the principals report at the end of the second term of its

fourth year

a 0 10
1I need not mention the cause of our small attendance

this year 83 in comparison with former years 140 only that
it may be made a matter of record

it is surely not because our work is of a poorer quality or
that the teachers have not profited at least a little by former
experience nor is it because there are not as many school
children but it is undoubtedly because of better facilities
than formerly in the district schools especially for the smaller
children which formed the greater number proportionate of
the academy

historical record p 52

ibid p 56

ibid p 58

56

12

13

11iiistorical

121bid

131bid
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the third term saw another decline in enrollment forty

three students enrolled at the commencement of this term the board

did not think it necessary to retain the assistant teacher the depart-

ments were joined together under the principal and by the end of the

term the enrollment had dropped to twentyfivetwenty studentsfive school was

closed for the year on march 26 1892

problems created by fluctuation
in enrollment

each time a teacher was terminated a serious problem of

adjustment occurred this was felt by the students and teachers as

related in the faculty meeting minutes

it has been noticeable during the week that some of the
students have felt they were approaching the time of discontinuance
and wished to be relieved but that spirit has not been
recognized and usual work and diligence has been required

the efforts of the teachers to provide the best possible

educational opportunity for the students is illustrated in the adjustment

made february 19 1892 when it was necessary to function without the

services of one teacher because of decreased enrollment

the brethren of the board have thought proper to relieve
themselves as far as possible of expenses and so have discon-
tinued the intermediate teacher feb 19 when the two dept

ibid

box elder stake academy faculty meeting minutes
188819031888 located1903 in the church historianhistorians office 6591 R
p 39

14
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are joined we shall expect to discontinue a few of the classes
also reduce them all to a shorter time of recitation sis fors-
gren having consented to be present on tuesday and friday
afternoons the ladies working class will be continued the
remainder of the term class in book keeping will also be
continued students who are leaving school will be privileged to
continueontinuecontinue in these classes expressed a desire that the school
would prosper under the new circumstances extended thanks
to the retiring teacher for the untiring energies put forth and
the zest with which she had labored for the advancement of the
school 16

the last year 189218931892

the

1893

first term enrollment was thirtyfivethirty studentsfive nine

were in the academic and twentysixtwenty insix the intermediate department

the principal was the only teacher and to provide best for the needs

of the students and meet the problems involved in teaching thirteen

classes were offered the lectures to the young ladies were given

by minnie J snow and emma vance Y

the second term enrollment had increased to eightyoneeighty

students

one

and george wilford watkins was added to the faculty

mr watkins was a former student at the box elder stake academy

and had just finished the normal course at the brigham young

1 8academy

ibid

historical record p 60

george wilford watkins autobiography located at
1142 east 27 south salt lake city utah
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the enrollment at the academy during the second and third

final terms is indicated in table 11

table 11

second and third term registration
189218931892

over

1893

under intermediate academic
term male female 18 18 department department

second 52 29 33 48 50 31

third 47 19 28 38 41 25

the box elder stake academy performed a great service

to the education of the 188818931888 period1893 of time every effort was

made for excellence in its role as an educational institution the

devotion of the faculty and their willingness to sacrifice to overcome

each obstacle was commendable
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2boxabox

chapter 6

ROLE OF RELIGION IN THE BOX ELDER

STAKE ACADEMY

the church system of academies was established to provide

religious instruction for latterdaylatter saintday students the academic

subjects taught and the text books used were very comparable to those

used in the public schools the place of theology in the box elder

academy was expressed by principal joseph J anderson

the cornerstone of zions schools is theology and the
growing testimony of our students their intense interest and
growing intellects evidence how well this stone was chosen by
our great latterdaylatter prophetday and how firmly laid

brother anderson further stated at the end of the third

term

it has been our aim as heretofore not only to teach theology
formally from our text books the bible book of mormon and
doctrine and covenants but to cause it to permeate all our other
work in a word to make it the foundation of our disciplinary
system as well as our classwork to make it the very atmosphere
of the students and teachers

M lynn bennion mormonism and education salt lake city
department of education of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day
1939 ppap 166169166

ox

169

elder stake academy historical record 188818931888
located

1893
in the church historian office 6591 R ppap 141514
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5boxabox eldereider stake academy plan of studies located in the
church historianhistorians office 6590 p 1

bid6ibidbibid
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principal angus vance expressed his philosophy of religion

in the academy

it has been uppermost in our minds to cultivate in the
students the spirit of the gospel and a love for the truth that
will make them good citizens and faithful workers in the
kingdom of god

the influence of theology in the academy took on many forms

A breakdown in a few of the major areas are discussed

the theology class

an outlined plan for the year in each department is given in

the plan of studies as shown on tables 12 through 14 5

academic theologyIche wasology not outlined in the same manner

as were the primary preparatory and intermediate departments

the course consisted of a two year plan with more student

involvement the academic students were expected to deliver

one discourse write one essay and answer certain questions

which were to be handed in to the academic teacher during each

term the course work consisted of book of mormon chronology

and church history

A review was conducted each monday evening to insure that

bid p 55
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table 12

primary theology 188818891888

weeks

1889

plan of studies

i10110I1 1810 sketches from beginning of exodus to joseph in egypt

112011 1820 sketches from the birth to the death of moses

213021 1830 sketches from joshua judges ruth and samuel

314031 1840 sketches from samuel david soloman and kings
to return from captivity ester job daniel

bible exercises to alternate with catechism and testimony meetings

table 13

preparatory theology 188818891888

weeks

1889

plan of studies

1101 1810 sketches from the life of christ
book of mormon from the beginning to the book of omni
18 sketches from words of mormon

112011 1820 sketches from miracles of christ
18 sketches from book of mormon omni to alma from

book of mosiah

213021 1830 sketches from parables of christ
book of mormon from alma and helaman from books of

alma nephi and helaman

314031 1840 sketches from acts of the apostles
book of mormon 111IIIlii nephi to the end
sketches from the book of ether

bible and book of mormon exercises two times per week alternating
with separate meetings of the sexes and testimony
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table 14

intermediate theology 188818891888

weeks

1889

plan of studies

1101 1810 sketches
bible synopsis of ezra nehemiah job psalms
proverbs
doctrine and covenants first lecture on faith

112011 1820 sketches
bible synopsis of the prophets
doctrine and covenants third lecture on faith

213021 1830 sketches
bible synopsis of epistles of paul
doctrine and covenants fourth to sixth lectures on
faith

314031 1840 sketches
bible synopsis of other epistles
doctrine and covenants church organization section

63
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each student had understood and was able to recite the teachings

of that weeks theology class principal vance reported on

this

A repetition of the weeks work in theology is held
every monday evening and participated in by all the students
this repetition is heard by selected students from the higher
departments we are assured beyond a doubt of the good
results of this exercise and we here express our thanks repetorspetorsre
csickcsicj for their ready response and valuable labors in this
capacity 7

Q

general theology claciaclass8classas s

each teacher was expected to write a report on the

progress in theology class and turn it in to the secretary on

wednesday afternoon this report was used to help make

meaningful the general theology class in which all students par-

ticipated vance referred to this class and its function as

relatedrelate
on onwednesdaywednesday afternoon a general theology class is

held when discourses lectures essays songs and etc are
delightfully rendered to witness these exercises which
reflect the real standing of the students do we cordially invite
our patrons and friends 7

historical record p 42

Q

minutes were kept in these theology classes and are
recorded in the church historians office under box elder stake
theology class minutes 6593

historical record p 53

64
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separate classes for
youngyoang ladies

it was felt by the faculty that personalized instruction should

be given to male and female members of the academy when subjects

of an intimate nature could be covered without embarrassment

while visiting the box elder stake academy on november 4
1889 karl G maeser gave a listust of subjects to be covered in
separate classes for young ladies this list was compiled by
superintendent maeser and a lady assistant

this list was not in the academy records but results of the classes

are given the closeness created by these meetings was expressed

by phena madsen

the young ladies with whom I1 am so closely connected are
kindnesskindne itself to me we have nothing but the best of feelings
toward each other I1 sense my inability to occupy this position
realizing a lack of experience I1 feel so perfectly at home with
my fellow teachers for which I1 cannot feel too thankful

these meetings were usually held tuesday mornings every other

week in place of theology both young men and young women were

instructed by their teachers in the subjects outlined as instructed by

superintendent maeser the results of these meetings were reported

by marie forsgren in january 1892

these lectures have done much to awaken a spirit of
cautiousness as to the health etiquette and to diffuse a

box elder stake academy faculty meeting minutes
188818931888 located1893 in the church historians office 6591 R p 2

bidIbid p 21
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knowledge of a womanss high and noble mission among the lady
student which is being felt for good

missionary and priesthood
meetings

every effort was made to encourage proficiency in the

scriptures this was shown in the missionary meeting and the

priesthood meeting

for the special benefit of the foreign students and those who
do not attend sunday schools a missionary meeting has been
established the object of which is to prepare the members for
the various branches of missionary labor here more than inr i ii13any other lofjlofa our meetings

12

mee

cof 3.3
0 is the spirit of god enjoyed

the priesthood meeting was held by the school every week

its expressed function was

the priesthood meetings have formed a prominent part of
this theological I31 department they were held every tuesday
evening after the close of the regular exercises in these meetings
scriptural references on a given subject would be explained a
church history topic treated and several questions answered

the basic goal of these priesthood meetings was the development of

the priesthood bearer in various phases of his spiritual life

the priesthood meeting is organized for the purpose specially
of giving those bearing the priesthood further opportunities to bear
their testimonies learn public speaking learn the duties of the
priesthood and acquaint themselves with the scriptures the history
of the church and etc these meetings are held weekly after the
close of the regular exerciseexercises of the day

historical record p 56 ibid p 14

ibidbid p 34 ibid p 28
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polysophicalpoys2ehicalPoly socsocietysoeietysoelSoEisophical iety

the academy encouraged development of the whole individual

and to aid in the social function of the academy a polysophicalpoly societysophical

was organized to afford reception of an intellectual nature meetings

were held each friday evening with special programs consisting of

lectures songs recitations readings and answering questions on

various subjects

domestic organi zationbation

the academy was a church school the students were to

consider each other and their teachers as brothers and sisters as

related by joseph J andersonandersen principal

the students should feel that the school is their home that
they are but as members of one large family in accordance
with these principles the teachers have improved every oppor-
tunity to cultivate in the students the virtues of kindness brotherly
love and charity so essential to their well being and progress
A number of regulations have been adopted by the board and
faculty for their guidance in this family or domestic capacity

the box elder stake academy was established so religious

instruction could be given to the students it provided this instruction

as well as opportunities for development of the complete individual

programs were provided for social religious and intellectual devel-

opment

ibid p 15 ibidbid p 13

16

organizationnanization
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chapter 7

FROM ACADEMY TO PUBLIC SCHOOL

social and political
situation

As early as 1862 the federal government passed legislation

which attempted to disincorporate the church and outlaw polygamy

these laws made it difficult for the leaders of the church to function

in their positions much public attention was directed toward the

utah territory

the churchschurch economic institutions and its involvement in

education in the territory brought about much religious and political

opposition this opposition was responsible for many changes which

otherwise would have been much slower coming arrington expressed

thehe result of this opposition

the crusade which stamped out polygamy also succeeded
largely in putting an end to most of the unique and non-
capitalistic economic institutions for which the mormons had
been noted

leonard J arrington Gr eat Basinskiasinjkiasin ngdomkingdomegdomJKi cambridge
massachusetts harvard university press 1958 p 3563560

68
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the separation of church and state was not easy in the

territory of utah because the mormon church reached out into every

facet of life the church found itself on the defensive in areas in

which it felt the federal governmentgovernmeni had no right to become involved

the federal government felt it necessary to solve the mormon problem

through legislation this was not easy each piece of federal legis-

lation was built upon the previous legislation until in 1887 the

edmundstuckeredmunds acttucker was passed

the edmunds tucker act

the historical period of 1888 through 1893 in the utah

territory was probably influenced as much by the edmundstuckeredmunds

act

tucker

as by any other single factor arrington states the edmunds

tucker act was a direct bid to destroy the temporal power of the

mormon church n the sections of this act which relate to this study

are those which relate to the economical and educational situation in

the territory and the church section 15 states 11
a it the perpetual

emigrating fund company are hereby disapproved and annulled and

the said corporation in so far as it now may havehav or pretend to havehaves

3any legal existence is hereby dissolved l this was a way

bid

1

p 361

S congressional record 49th cong 2nd sess 1887
CCCXCVII no 15 637

edmundstucker

112

113
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to confiscate the church finances and limit the ability of the church

to function

the federal government was not yet finished tampering with

church organization in section 17 of this legislation was found

0 0 the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday so
far as the same may now have legal force and validity are hereby
disapproved and annulled and the said corporation in so far as
it may now have or pretend to have any legal existence is
hereby dissolved

regardless of this legislation it was necessary for the church to

continue to function the influence of the church in education

however was limited by this act in section 25 the educational

programs are established

that the office of territorial superintendent of district
schools created by the laws of utah is hereby abolished and
it shall be the duty of the supreme court of said territory to
appoint a commissioner of schools the said superin-
tendent shall have power to prohibit the use in any district
school of any book of a sectarian character or otherwise
unsuitable

thus the authority of the federal government in the utah

school system was established and those who could best profit from

this situation proceeded to insist upon the separation of sectarian

teaching from the schools

US congrcengr es lonalional recordrecord 49th cong 2nd sess 1887
CCCXCVII no 17 638

S congressional record 49th cong 2nd sess 1887
CCCXCVII no 25 640
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free schools

the edmunds tucker law was passed by the united states

congress in the spring of 1887 under this law the affairs pertaining

to education or schools were taken out of the hands of the territory

the appointment of a territorial superintendent of schools was vested

in the territorial court of utah mr parley L williams a prom-

inent attorney was given this appointment

in january of 1888 mr williams drew up a bill which did

not purport to change the existing laws pertaining to education except

that under its provisions schools were made absolutely free

mr C E alienallenailen states in a letter to R N baskin dated december 6

1911 this bill was defeated in the house as I1 recall the vote by

all the votes of the house except five another bill was drawn up

this bill was presented to certain members of the coun-
cil by heber J grant now and then an apostle in the mormon
church it was commonly supposed to be the result of the wisdom
of that organization and heber J grant openly fathered it

this bill proposed not to make the schools of utah free but
to divert the school moneys to any church organization which was
carrying on schools in the state of utah in proportion to the num-
ber of pupils that such organization had in such schools if this
had been done the schools instead of becoming free would all
have been under the domination of the various churches of the

7territory

ar6r

this bill was vetoed by governor west

R N baskin remini scene e s of early utah salt lake
city utah R N baskin 19l4719147 ygg

71bid
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the free school laws passed by the legislature were largely

the work of mr clarence E alienallenailen who spent considerable time in

composing this legislation he related in this letter to mr baskin

between the time of my reelectionre andelection the assembling of
the legislature I1 devoted considerable time to the study of the
school laws of this territory the states of kansas and south
dakota and the city of buffalo the laws which I1 found at these
various localities seemed to afford me a better groundwork for
the proposed laws for utah than any other that I1 could find I1

drafted two bills one if it should become a law to apply in
general to the territory the other to apply to cities

mr alienallenailen was determineddetermindetermine to pass a free school law in 1890

prior to the convening of the legislature mr alienailenallen called a meeting

with the governor and the superintendent of schools where they devised

a plan to assure passage of this legislation governor arthur L

thomas took these bills to washington D C and asked senator

edmunds to present the legislation to the congress of the united states

and if the territorial legislature refused to pass this free school

legislation it would be passed and imposed by the federal government

these two bills were passed with little opposition by the
Q

house one unanimously the other with only one negative vote 17

this legislation then went to the council and appeared to have died

the plan of the liberals to present legislation to the federal congress

proved effective for when the salt lake city papers ran the story

8lbid81bid ppap 199200199
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of senator edmunds presenting this legislation in washington

changes occurred as related by mr alienallenailen

all at once the committee on education in the council
became very active my two bills were combined into one
essentially without change and the name the collett bill from
mr collett who was chairman of the committee on education
in the council

the commissioner of schoolsofschools jacob S boreman in his

fifth annual report to congress expressed the effect of this legis-

lation

the first freeschoolfree lawschool was enacted in utah by the
territorial legislature on 13th of march 1890 but of course
it did not get into full operation until the fall of that year

ibid

bid p 202

73

a 0

the

10

bill was passed and was put into operation and becamebecan the first

free school law of 1890 this legislation has been very influential in

regard to the church school system

the free school legislation of 1892 in which john D peters

played a leading role is important to this study baskin recalls

in 1892 the committee on education of the upper house
of the territorial legislature of which mr john D peters a
liberal mormon was chairman and I1 was a member reported
a free public school bill and recommended its passage this
bill retained all the vital provisions of the act of 1890 and
strengthened it by additional requirements the bill so
reported was enacted and approved by the governor other
provisions were afterwards added until now utahs free school
system is such as any civilized community might well be
proud of 0 a

I1 I1

1 oibidorbid
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the law was amended on march 10 1892 and made more
effective the operation of the free school system in this
territory has been very encouraging to the friends of educa-
tion 12

the economic situation

the church went into debt to the amount of about three hundred

thousand dollars as a direct result of the edmunds tucker act of 1887

with the passing of this legislation many prominent church members

were sent to prison because of the section against polygamy the

church provided legal council for those who were arrested because of

the law and financial support for the families of those who were in

prison concern was experienced at the disincorporation of the church

and many wouldbewould tithebe payers did not desire to pay tithing which would

be confiscated by the federal government receipts for tithing were

more than five hundred thousand dollars per year during the 1880

but by 1890 they were little more than three hundred thousand dollars

george Q cannon is quoted in the deseret news on october 20 1891

the seizure of church property 11 testified cannon had
a very marked effect upon the income fofbof the church very

U S congress senate letter frojmfrojr secretary of the
interior transmitting the reportr0 the commissionerC of schools
of utah january 19T 18939 52nd congresscongrescongles 2ndsess senate
ex doc no 30 washington CD p 2

arrington p 400

1

1880s

13

of

12 0US fro oecresecre r
of

I1 s 2nd sess

13arrington13
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bembbebb drsirsmany membersbembers of the church fearing to givesive what they otherwise
would lest further seizures take place

arrington further states

moreover the idea of tithing as a compulsory payment had
been played upon so effectively by hostile writers and speech
makers that the trusteeintrustiin wastrustntru forced in order to prevent
confiscation of current tithing receipts to substitute the word
voluntaryf1voluntary offeringsofferings51 for tithing on certificates issued during

the late 1880s and early 1890 15

A special meeting of all stake presidents of the church

was called in 1893 to discuss the financial crisis caused by a sharp

drop in the payment of tithing by the church members this meeting

was called to gain help in meeting the financial obligations of the

church the result was A total of 105 000 was borrowed from

these men and their constituents at this time 11 later in the same

year the church obtained 200 000 from J B claflin of chicago

for a period of three years at the rate of six per cent interest plus

a bonus of 50 000 this was not finally repaid until march of

1899 however having been renegotiated additional credit from

salt lake city banks amounted to perhaps as much as 100 000

17before the end of the year

indeed the churchschurches financial problem by 1894 had become
so acute that the trusteeintrust found himself borrowing from
one bank to pay another wetiwe are passing through a great

bidibid p 513 ibid p 400

ibid 9 p 401 ibid
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financial difficulty H wrote president woodruff in his journal
the lord alone can help us out our debts are very heavy

money matters are crowding hard upon us 18

the economic situation in 1893 was one of depression john

D peters was involved in banking that year and relates

this the year 1893 was the panic times were extremely
stringent banks above all were sorely affected while I1
did not own one dollar in the concern I1 spent many sleepless
nights for about 90 days the affairs of the city were becoming
somewhat improved 7

the depression of 1893 along with the great indebtedness of the church

combined as contributing factors to the closing of the box elder stake

academy

mission schools

because of the mormon influence in the early educational

programs in utah the mission schools were established not only to

teach the students who belonged to the sponsoring church but to rescue

mormon youth from the indoctrination received from their parents and

their church these schools were very expensive to operate and with

the coming of the free public schools mission schools began to decline

as related by the governor in 1892 they are drawing the children

from private schools and many private mission schools have been

ibid I1 p 402

john D peters autobiography comp george reynold
watkins located at 1142 east 27 south salt lake city utah p 169
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closed by reason thereof ll11 the decline in mission schools removed

one of the chief concernsconcern of the church of having their children indoctrin-

ated and at least some of the urgency in having to have academies was

being removed

john D peters

this study would not be complete without mentioning the con-

tributions of john D peters he began his teaching in three mile

creek which is now known as perry box elder county utah he

became superintendent of the box elder county schools in the year

1883 under his direction the district schools were establishedreestablishedre to

allow each district to receive some taxes from the railroad the first

public tax was levied for school purposes and because of legislature

and encouragement from superintendent peters young men and women

past school age renewed their school activities new subjects were

taught recreational activities were encouraged and school became a

meaningful experience to young adults

the contributions of superintendent peters to the education of

box elder county is related by lydia forsgren

J D peters who had been a pupil of frances M crawford
and L F moench and a student at the logan high school began
his career as a public school teacher in his homehornehobehonne town three

letter fr om se c r etarydetary of the interior p 2

peters ppap 152157152 157
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mile creek here he taught the winter term for a period of
seven years

his congenial disposition and marked originality in his teaching
attracted widespread attention and he was invited to come to
brigham city where for several years he taught the higher grades
as an assistant to E A box

mr peters was always looking to the needs of his students

he saw the need of a high school for the young people of brigham city

and after talking it over withvith the school trustees along with students and

patrons the old shoe shop was chosen for a suitable place the building

was remodeled and two of the upstairs rooms were used for school

in these rooms scores of young people in their teens gathered to be

instructed in courses such as physiology technical grammar and

economics by mr peters the principal of this school

in summary of the accomplishments of this great man

mrs forsgren said

he devoted a great portion of his life to the cause of edu-
cation as teacher county superintendent legislator and later as
trustee for the higher institutions of learning in the state of utah
it is difficult to measure with words the influence he has wielded
in building the present educational system of the state z

when the stake board of education was formed john D

peters was chosen to be the secretary to this board and as the

enrollment in the academy increased he was asked to teach during

daughters of the utah pioneers history of box elder county
185119371851 salt1937 lake city paragon printing co n d p 210
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the winter term this he did willingly and well until principal vance

feeling the pressure of working with such a talented individual wrote

a letter to superintendent maeser about his feelings dr maeser

solved the problem by writing to brother peters who related this

in his life history

dr maeser the superintendent of all church schools took
a great interest in church school movement shortly after I1
went in to school and commenced my assignment of studies I1
received a letter from dr maeser stating that a letter had been
written by principal of the school to him dr maeser asked me
to read it and return it without comment I1 thought I1 needed no
suggestion of the matter this letter was well written the
principal had stated that he was very much handicapped in con-
trolling the school he felt somewhat timid in asserting his
position because brotlbrotherbretl peters who was very considerate in
doing everything he could to help school was also a member of
the board of education of this stake a man of much experience
superintendent of schools and a teacher in the community was
now a teacher under him he was also at that time probate
judge and was acquainted and familiar with all the boys and
girls he thought it would have been easier for him if some young
man from the provo school would be selected as his assistant I1
wrote a letter to brother maeser thanked him very much and
assured him that whatever he did in the matter would be very
acceptable to me and told him I1 would double my efforts to help
brother vance and magnify his position I1 had at no time
deserted anything that was to be done or do anything that would
not be helpful I1 say that all the years following brother vance
and I1 werevieroierorer neighbors and friends

transition

the transition from church academy to free public high

school seems to have been quite natural in brigham city
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george watkins a young graduate of brigham young acad-

emy taught at the box elder stake academy during the last year of

its existence in his autobiography he refers to the transition

the following year ll893 l894j the church closed down a
number of their church schools in the then territory of utah and
high schools were organized to take their place the box elder
stake academy was one of these schools thusthu closed I1 was
employed as one of the instructors in the high school organized
to take the place of the academy

the transition from church academy to public high school

was influenced by local church leaders behind the scene john D

peters was cosponsorco ofsponsor the free school education bill passed in

1892 his influence as secretary to the box elder stake board of

education and influence with the local superindendentsuperintendent of schools no

doubt aided the relationship between church and county in working

out the local transition his past interest in higher education in the

community makes it seem logical that as an educator a politician and

a faithful church worker he was in a favorable position to see his

school bill implemented in brigham city where he was serving as

7mayor M 1

the decision however did not lie with john D peters

or completely with the box elder stake board of education the

george watkins autobiography located at 1142 east
27 south salt lake city utah

peters p 170

18931894 J

s

in26

in

27

26george

27peters

1893 1894

26
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final decision to close the academy seems to have come from

karl G maeser he madebadeladen a visit to the academy during its final

term of operation on march 15 1893 he spoke to the students and

8also in two public meetings although a record was not available

as to what was said on his visit he did not announce a decision to

close the academy but rather came to observe conditions in the school

and community prior to making a final decision

the conditions in the community were favorable to the

transition inasmuch as the prominent educators of the community were

active church members this transition is referred to in the history

of box elder high school

the name academy buildingbuilding1buildings came into usage in 1888
after the operativecooperativeco movement became inactive the box
elder stake established an academy there the first and only
institution of higher learning in the county it was in the
upstairs rooms of this building that the first public high school
classes were conducted in 1894

aq9q
box elder stake academy faculty meeting minutes

188819031888 located1903 in the church historians office 6591 R p 40

three score and ten years box eldereider high school
189719670jjb971897 p196719670 216

28

movementbecame

29

28box
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chapter 8

SUMMARY

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday was the

dominant influence in the lives of the box elder county population

the arrival of lorenzo snow gave new impetus to this influence the

challenge issued by lorenzo snow for the original settlers to sell their

land not for what it was worth but for what the new settlers could

afford to pay was the beginning of an interesting and unique chapter

in the history of utah here was developed a form of the united order

known as the brigham city mercantile and manufacturing association

the cooperative movement was responsible for the development of

economic conditions which led to the direct participation by the church

in many facets of the lives of its members

the contributions of the coopco toop the training and education

of those who were associated with it as well as the economical con-

tribution of this form of the united order were of considerable

consequence

with the development of the frontier and the coming of the

railroad gentile influence was felt in box elder county corinne

was established as the stronghold of the nonmormonnon elementmormon

82
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A crusade to end mormon rule was developed here just seven miles

from brigham city the disappointment of the population of corinne

as they saw their city decline in the shadow of the brigham city

operativecooperativeco which defied even the depression of 1873 was not only

a puzzle to them but a source of irritation

the problems between the gentiles and mormons were more

economical than they were religious the frustration of the gentiles

as they attempted to compete with the churchdominated economic and

social institutions was the cause for much bitter feeling the anti

mormon sentiment which developed led to the establishment of the

liberal party of utah formed in corinne in 1870 this political

party was largely responsible for the federal legislation to end

mormon rule in the territory of utah

the box elder stake academy existed in a period of transition

from open participation by the church in all facets of life to the

time of legalegal separation of church and state the box elder stake

academy began just a little over a year after the edmundstuckeredmunds acttucker

became law and pressures were being applied to the mormon church to

limit its influence the mission schools were in the peak of their

existence and the church leaders felt the necessity of entering the

field of education

the box elder stake academy was a part of the church system

of academies over which dr karl G maeser was superintendent

church dominated

1
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the financial support of these schools was gained partly from tuition

from the students and the remainder from local and general church

funds A stake board of education was responsible for directing the

local school and securing funds for its operation

the students in the box elder stake academy were of all

academic levels the school was divided into four academic depart-

ments primary preparatory intermediate and academic the

school claimed equality with any other as far as the academic subjects

were concerned great care and concern was given to text books and

subject matter emphasis was placed on the development of the student

to become a contributor to society

the primary purpose of the academy was the teaching of and

application of religion in the lives of the students outlines and definite

lesson materials were developed for the theology class separate

classes were heldheid for the sexes where subjects of a more intimate

level were discussed missionary meetings were held to prepare the

students for eventual missionary work priesthood meetings were

held where the priesthood holders were helped to develop their

spiritual lives

the students were encouraged to consider themselves as a

part of a large family and treat each other as brothers and sisters

provisions were made for the spiritual educational social and

emotional development of the student

respo n
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the corningcoming of the free school legislation made it possible

for the parents to send their children to public schools without having

to pay tuition this was one way to solve some of their financial

problems these schools also brought the end to most of the mission

schools established by other churches and the threat to the indoctrin-

ation of mormon youth john D peters the secretary of the box

elder stake board of education and teacher in the academy was one

of the sponsors of this free school bill

the economical situation in the church because of the losses

suffered by the implementation of the edmundstucker act combined

with the panic of 1893 caused the closing of the box elder stake

academy

the local situation was such that a transition from the

academy to the public high school was relatively easy there was a

good relationship between the public schools and the academy and

in the transition the teachers from the academy were hired into the

public school system the first high school classes were held in the

academy building the climate was such that the religion class pro-

posed by the church authorities was easily implemented into the

public school system

1m

edmunds tucker
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ABSTRACT

the box elder stake academy was a part of the church system
of academies under the direction of karl G maeser the historical
setting of box elder county is rather unique it was here that lorenzo
snow directed one of the most successful forms of the united order
the nearby city of corinne was established as one of the few gentile
cities in utah and from there a new crusade to end mormon rule in
utah was begun

the box elder stake academy was one of the first academies
created under the direction of the firstfirsrfirer presidency of the church
this study includes the purpose for its establishment and methods
of accomplishing its goals as viewed within the political social
religious and economical conditions of this era the establishment
and decline of this academy was closely tied to the historical events
of this period

special attention was paidoaid to the academic function of the
academy and the problems involved in its administration an attempt
was made to portray the feeling of dedication and purpose expressed
by the faculty as they attempted to achieve excellence in their responsi-
bilities to the students and academy
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